
Welcome to

Information Night



Casey Churchill

Elementary School Principal



6:15-6:30 Sign in and grab handouts
6:30-8:00 Introduction to Liberty

• History of Liberty
• Why Charter Schools and why Liberty?
• What is Core Knowledge and the Liberty curriculum?
• Classical Education
• Character Education
• L0gistics – Dress code, lunch, extracurricular, etc.
• LCHS
• The Results

8:00-8:30 Tour of our building



Congratulations.

It is the right and responsibility of a 
parent to direct the education and 

upbringing of their children.



Questions for you.

1. How many of you know about Core 
Knowledge?

2. How many of you know about Charter 
Schools?

3. How many of you have been to our 
school before?



Liberty Common School is:

• Tuition Free

• Public

• Parent-run

• Charter school chartered by Poudre 

School District



Rationale for  tonight.

Tonight is for you to make an informed 
decision on a school for you and your 

child.  

We want to make sure this is a good fit. 



• No Defined Curriculum
• No Phonics Instruction
• No Meaningful Parental Involvement
• No School Choice…

“What is your Zip Code?”



• Early 1990s Dr. Randy and Ruth Ann Everett began 
with an idea:

A Revolution in Education

Parents proposed alternative PSD school:
• Attendance by parental choice
• Core curriculum of specific content knowledge
• Solid, content-driven skill instruction 
• Teach values of a democratic society
• School-based management



• Teachers/Admin fought proposal
• Business community supported

• 1993 - Washington Core Knowledge School

• PSD finally offered 
condemned building

• 125 students 



History of Liberty
Success drove huge demand

1995 - Washington CK school moved to old FCHS

PSD asserted control

✓Dissolved parent board

✓Removed teachers & 
replaced with “tenured 
excess”



History of Liberty
Oct 1995 - Parents applied for Charter

PSD fought with gusto 
➢ Refused to negotiate in good faith
➢ Hired attorney
➢ SUED parents & SBOE!

Oct 1996 - 2nd Charter application
➢ Parents did not give up
➢ Public opinion changing / SBOE sided with parents

Feb 1997 - PSD compelled to sign Charter contract



History of Liberty
Jun 1997 - Toothpaste factory purchased

Sep 1997 - Liberty Common School opened with 
400 (K-7th grade) on Sharp Point Drive

Half the 500 Washington 
CK students moved to the 
new charter school



History of Liberty
Fall 1997 – The other half of Washington CK School 
became Traut Elementary Core Knowledge School. 

New “Charter School” 
Concept was beyond 
the comfort level of 
some.



History of Liberty
Since our first year, Liberty Common 
School has been the state’s top-performing 
school (K-12) in multiple categories.



History of Liberty
• 2001 – About 1,800 families were on 

Liberty’s lottery list, waiting to get in.
• Many of these families formed Ridgeview 

Classical Schools.



History of Liberty
2010 – Opened LCHS 
• Minnesota Drive  
• Allowed for K-6 expansion by 50% at 

Sharp Point Drive



Why a Charter School?

Competition in education is good!



Why a Charter School?
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Why Liberty Common?  

Charter Schools can be less bound by 

endless rules

Two Examples: 
Unsatisfactory teachers

Disruptive students



Answers

• Create marketplaces in education wherever 

possible.

• One size does not fit all.

• Treat parents like real customers.

• Treat educators like real professionals.

• Demand agreement on “The Universal Truth.”



Universal Truth of  Education
(Liberty’s operational premise)

IT IS THE RIGHT AND 

RESPONSIBILITY OF PARENTS TO 

DIRECT THE EDUCATION AND 

UPBRINGING OF THEIR CHILDREN.



Why “Liberty Common?”

Common.  At a common school, students of all 
ages and socio-economic backgrounds could 
obtain a common education. But, why Liberty? 

But why 

“Liberty?”



Liberty stands for: 

• Parents who would now have educational 
choice.  

• Teachers who would no longer have to work 
in a broken system.  

• Students that know true freedom that can 
only be achieved with an educated mind.



A Nation at Risk
April 1983

“In an unfriendly foreign power had 

attempted to impose on America the 

mediocre educational performance 

that exists today, we might well have 

viewed it as an act of  war.” 

--Executive Summary, “A Nation at Risk”



The Core Knowledge 

Curriculum 

K-8



How does Core Knowledge Work?

Sequenced – A planned progression building on students’ 
previous knowledge and eliminating excessive repetition and 
gaps.

Solid – Lasting unchanging knowledge such as important 
events of  world history.

Specific – Clearly defined knowledge at each grade level 
ensuring fairness for all students.

Shared – Providing all students, regardless of  background, 
with the shared knowledge they need to be included in our 
national literate culture.



Common Core vs. Core Knowledge 

vs. Liberty Common



Common Core vs. Core Knowledge 

vs. Liberty Common



What does a Classical education look like?



The School of Athens

Raphael | fresco |  circa 1510 | Apostolic Palace, Vatican City



The School of Athens

Pythagoras
Socrates

Plato

Aristotle Euclid
Ptolemy



Traditional Classrooms



THE HEART OF LIBERTY

TEACHERS 

are the Sage on 

the Stage



Content is prescribed.



Knowledge transfers, purposefully,

from teacher to student.



Knowledge, 

Academic Rigor, 

and Facts

are essential!



K-8th grade learn Latin

Objective - Increase students’ 

knowledge and understanding of 

English.

9th - 12th elect Latin, Spanish, or French

Example:  Foreign Language



Why Latin?

• Decoder for sciences & medicine.

• Access to thousands of  rich, nuanced words.

Root for 90% English words with more than one 

syllable.

• Strongest foundation for Romance languages. 

Root for 80% Italian, French, Portuguese, Spanish, 

Romanian.



Why Latin?
More than a language, a discipline.

Decoding instills logical and precise thought.

Like math, provides invaluable experience of  

studying one systematic subject to mastery.

Latin students score higher than modern-language 

students on ACT & SAT.



Education (Classical) 

Vs. 

Training (Most of  public schooling 

today)

Education History Lesson



Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau
Swiss

1712 - 1778

Heinrich 

Pestalozzi 
Swiss 

1746-1827

John 

Dewey
American

1859-1952
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1916
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Marc Tucker

National Center on Education and the 

Economy



Nationalization of  Education

▪Race-To-The-Top

▪NCLB waivers

▪National Standards –“Common Core 
Standards.”

▪Consortium Assessments -- PARCC.

▪National teacher standards and national 
certification.



Buzzwords that signal Rousseau /Dewey, or 

Progressive/Romantic education: 

▪ Experiential Learning

▪ Career Skills Training, or  
“School-to-Work”

▪ Outcomes-Based Education

▪ 21st Century Learning Skills

▪ Differentiated Learning

▪ Child-Centered

▪ “Guide on the side.”

▪ Critical Thinking Skills

▪ Self-Directed Learning

▪ Expeditionary Learning

▪ There are dozens more….

There are dozens more…



Jean-Jacques Rousseau

Final words from:  



"He who dares to undertake the making of 
a people’s institutions ought to feel himself 
capable, so to speak, of changing human 
nature, of transforming each individual, 
who is by himself a complete and solitary 
whole, into part of a greater whole from 
which he in a manner receives his life 
and being…”



“The more completely these natural resources are 
annihilated, the greater and the more lasting are those 
which he acquires, and the more stable and perfect the 
new institutions; so that if each citizen is nothing 
and can do nothing without the rest, and the 
resources acquired by the whole are equal or superior to 
the aggregate of the resources of all the individuals, it 
may be said that legislation is at the highest 
possible point of perfection." (Emphasis added.)

Social Contract, Book II, Chap. 7 ("The Legislator"). 



Getting Back to 
Classical Education 

in America
(toward Liberty’s philosophy)



John Locke
British

1632-1704

• Tabula rasa.
• “Government by the 

consent of the governed.”
• State of nature.
• Natural law.
• Natural rights to life, 

liberty, and property.
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American Founding Fathers



Albert Jay Nock

University of 

Virginia

1870 - 1945 Education vs. Training
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E. D. Hirsch, Jr.
University of Virginia

Chairman, Core Knowledge Foundation



“The Journey”

Our 

Philosophy



• The term liberal arts denotes a curriculum that 

imparts general knowledge and develops the 

student’s rational thought and intellectual 

capabilities, unlike the professional, vocational, 

technical curricula emphasizing specialization. 

• The contemporary liberal arts comprise studying 

literature, languages, philosophy, history, 

mathematics, and science.

Classical Liberal Arts Education



Mission of the school

The mission of  The Liberty Common School is to 

provide excellence and fairness in education through 

a common foundation. This is achieved by 

successfully teaching a contextual body of  organized 

knowledge, the values of  a democratic society, and 

the skills of  learning. In short, we teach “common 

knowledge, common virtues, and common sense.”



Sandy Stoltzfus

Elementary School Assistant Principal



Literacy

The development of literacy will be one of 

the primary aims and focuses of effort in the 

School… Particularly in the early grades, 

the School will emphasize reading and 

more reading. 

Liberty Common School Charter



Primary Literacy

Decoding

•We teach phonics!

Fluency 

•Requires LOTS of practice

•Students must read, or be read to, every night 

•Accountability 



Mature Literacy

develops as students become acquainted with a 

broad and rich body of knowledge and become 

familiar with many well-written, diverse and 

meaningful works of literature. 
-Liberty Common School Charter

What kids read matters

•Reading Lists

•Summer Reading 



Liberty Skills Programs

• Phonics 

• Reading (Open Court and Classic Literature)

• Math Facts

• Conceptual Math (Singapore)

• Grammar (Shurley Grammar and Thompson)

• Spelling/Vocabulary (Riggs and Thompson)

• Composition (Writing with Structure and Style) 

• Penmanship (Getty Dubay)

• Geography taught within the context of history



Economics

• Students will understand how basic economic 

principles enhance the study of history and will 

advance their understanding of the world.

• Economic principles are woven into all grade 

levels

• Kindergarten (Law of trade offs)

• Ameritowne in 5th grade (supply and demand)

• Emphasis on understanding economic trade offs



Music

• Familiarity with great composers and works 

of the western musical tradition

• Learning to read music

• Melody: Recorder (3rd grade) 

• Harmony: Guitar (4th grade) 

• Performance: Band/choir and musical (5th & 

6th grade)



CHARACTER EDUCATION

• High Moral Expectations.

• Modeling by instructors & staff.

• Moral lessons through great literature, art, 

history, philosophy, economics.



Foundation Stones

Respect Responsibility Citizenship

Cooperation Self-Control  Integrity 

Perseverance



“Shall we just carelessly allow children to hear any casual

tales… and to receive into their minds ideas the very

opposite of those which we should wish them to have when

they are grown up? We cannot… Anything received into the

mind at that age is likely to become indelible and

unalterable; and therefore it is most important that the tales

which the young first hear should be models of virtuous

thoughts…”

PLATO’s Republic



Dress Code



K-6 Social Events

All School Socials K – 6

• Fall Festival

• Grandparents Day

• Winter Carnival

• May Fest

• Olympic Day



Extracurricular

• Lego Robotics

• Odyssey of the Mind

• Math Club

• Chess Club

• Running Club

• Musicals

• Intramural sports

• Northern Plains League



Elementary School Hours

K-6 Morning Recess

K-1 Afternoon Recess

½ Hour Lunch

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.



•Purposeful transition to junior high format

•Eco Week 

•Sports – Northern Plains League (cross country and 

soccer)

•6th Grade is self-contained 

6th Grade



Torgun Lovely

High School Principal



Why LCHS?

• Liberty Common High School builds upon 

the standards-based instruction delivered 

through Liberty Common School and the 

Core Knowledge Sequence.  

• There is much more emphasis on academic 

rigor in the high school than what is the 

norm in mainstream American high schools.



A Classically-Oriented, College-Preparatory 

High School

7th-12th grades



7th Grade

▪ Math (Pre-Algebra or Algebra 1)

▪ Science 7

▪ English 7

▪ History 7

▪ Latin 1 

▪ Computers / Core Music 7 

▪ Core Art 7 / PE 7

▪ Elective / Elective

8th Grade

▪ Math (Algebra 1 or Geometry)

▪ Science 8 

▪ English 8

▪ History 8

▪ Latin II

▪ Composition 1 / Core Art 8 

▪ Core Music 8 & PE 8 / Elective

▪ Elective / Elective

Junior-High Core Classes 



Capstones

Wisdom

Prudence Justice Temperance Fortitude

Gratitude Patriotism



RESULTS!!!

• National Charter School of the Year.

• Nationally recognized Blue Ribbon 

School.

• 2X state robotics champion

• Presidential Fitness Champion past 7 

years

• Top 1% of all (1009) Colorado 

elementary schools (1467) Colorado 

middle schools and all (333) 

Colorado high schools.



Grade ELA Math Other

3rd 74 71

4th 93 73

5th 84 71 63 (science)

6th 86 73

7th 82 71

8th 87 69 74 (science)

9th PSAT 99 PSAT 92

10th PSAT 99 PSAT 90

11th SAT 100 SAT 96 84 (science)

2019 CMAS Results

RESULTS!!! 



LCHS Class of 2022

Average PSAT-9 Score:  1109

State Ranking



LCHS Class of 2021

Average PSAT-10 Score:  1173

State Ranking



LCHS Class of 2020

Average SAT Score:  1315

State Ranking



IT IS THE RIGHT AND 

RESPONSIBILITY OF PARENTS TO 

DIRECT THE EDUCATION AND 

UPBRINGING OF THEIR CHILDREN.

Universal Truth of Education



Key to the success of Liberty

Parents formed the school

Parents serve on the BOD

Parents volunteer at school

Parents drive their children to Liberty

Parents work with their children at 

home to assist in the educational 

process

Parents



Liberty Common School is 

successful because parents 

buy into the educational 

philosophy established in 

our charter. 

Parents



So now what?

1. Attend a public information night

2. Go to www.libertycommon.org

1. About Us

2. Admissions

3. Online Lottery Form

3. We will verify your attendance here with 

your lottery form.



Tour

LCS conducts tours every Tuesday at 10:00.

LCHS conducts tours every Thursday at 10:00.




